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The Hon. Michael Kirby AC CMG possibly de-legitimise many in the room in the eyes of their coreligionists. Or so they feared. The fact that overcoming stigma is the best way to begin the process of communication and behaviour change, did not matter. It just was not on.
A bishop from Africa took an earlier taxi to Amsterdam airport to avoid the half hour taxi ride with me. The messages I was bringing about gays and sex and death and suffering were either too confronting or too conflicting to be endured. Especially painful is a dialogue that the recipient knows represents the truth, but where it cannot be uttered because it appears to conflict with ancient scriptures. In a room full of gorgeous robes, the problem in many minds and hearts was "the problem of the text". When God is believed to be speaking through scripture, no other voice, it seems, can be tolerated.
In January 2011, I attended a meeting in Kuala Lumpur of the "Eminent Persons Group". This is a body about the future of the Commonwealth of Nations. It will report for the CHOGM meeting which Australia will host in Perth in October 2011. The group was established at the last CHOGM in Trinidad, to try to breathe new life into the Commonwealth.
Before the group was clear evidence that rates of HIV infection in
Commonwealth countries run at twice the level of the rest of the world.
Why should that be so?
The British gave their Empire many valuable gifts: language, sports, courts, democratic elections and trade. But amongst the gifts was one less lovely. In more than 40 of the 54 nations of the Commonwealth, homosexual activity is illegal, even when conducted in private between consenting adults. The "white" dominions and a few others have got rid United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to stimulate fresh thinking about law, as it interferes with a successful response to the spread of HIV. This is a worldwide problem. Globally, the big challenges concern the laws on pharmaceutical patents that increase the costs of HIV therapies. But there are also our old friends, the laws on gay sex, drug use and sex work. Upon these, civil society generally says one thing. But the rulers cling to the current laws. Getting dialogue between people who have completely different starting points to their understanding of problems, is a major challenge in today"s world. We are thrown together by jumbo jets, the internet, iPads, Twitter and Facebook. But we still have difficulty in talking the same language, especially to our leaders. On the issues of AIDS, those leaders all too often listen to religious prelates in gorgeous attire, who are long on condemnation and short on practical workable solutions.
There is no point in banging the table on these issues. Denouncing those who will not listen to rational arguments rarely makes things any 
